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7.1 Land Rehabilitation
    
      
  
of alien invasive species (as discussed on page 88 and 89), rehabilitation of the site is fundamental. Land rehabilitation is a
long term process of returning the land in a given area to some
degree of its former state, after some human or natural process
             gins with the removal of the contaminated soil. As stated previously, the top 150mm of soil needs to be removed. The amount
of contaminated soil on site is calculated by multiplying the area,
51182.12m², by a soil depth of 150mm, resulting in 7677.318m³
of spoiled soil. This soil needs to be shifted and capped as soon
as it is removed to prevent further contamination. Capping of
contaminated soil is a method whereby the compacted soil is
placed and covered in an enviromat. An enviromat is a product
that consists of a bitumen layer that is enclosed in geotextile.
This product prevents the contaminants in the soil from moving
into deeper soil layers. After this step, a reno mattress is placed
above the enviromat. A reno mattress is a wire cage mattress
          
with soil, assisting vegetation to stabilise. If lawn is a desired
surface for the mound, hyson cells need to be placed above the
            
into pockets that prevent the soil from sliding down. Illustration 145 illustrates the above description. After removing the
contaminated soil and reusing it to shape the earth, vegetation
now needs to establish in the area. The deeper layers of soil that
have now been exposed on the site needs to be ameliorated for
vegetation to grow. Soil amelioration is a method which turns
poor soil into healthy, fertile soil. Soil amelioration is the process
of modifying soils to provide what the native or existing soils do
not naturally provide. To improve poor soils, nutrients need to
be added to the soil and the soil needs to be given texture. This
can be achieved by adding compost and plant material to the
soil. These agents automatically activate organisms and bacteria in the soil. After the soil has been ameliorated the site can
be further rehabilitated. Rehabilitation of this area requires the
removal of all alien invasive vegetation (see site specie study,

appendix 11.1) and the introduction of pioneer grass species.
              
where nothing is growing, or in an area that has been disturbed
by human abuse of the land or natural disasters. These species
are usually annuals, disappearing after the second year when
perennials take over. The use of these pioneer species lead to
ecological succession. Ecological succession, is the phenomenon or process by which a community progressively transforms
itself until a stable community is formed.
The following pioneer grass species will be introduced:
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enviromat wrapped around
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Illustration 145: Capping of contaminated soil
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7.2 Stormwater investigation
In order to test the urban farming and retention pond functions
proposed, catchment areas need to be calculated and a water
budget needs to be done. The results of the water budget will
indicate if all year round irrigation from stormwater is viable
and practical. The urban farming and landscape design cannot
depend on expensive potable water. The stormwater caught
from catchments 2 and 3 will be retained and used on site (see
illustration 146), while the stormwater from catchment 1 will
be taken through stormwater inlets, past the proposed development on Skietpoort street and through to wild rivers in the
proposed wilderness area. For this reason only stormwater in
catchments 2 and 3 will be dealt with in detail.

Illustration 146: Catchment areas
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Table 1: Harvestable water caught from catchment two

Table 2: Harvestable water caught from catchment three
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Table 3: Water budget calculations
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Harvestable water/month 5559.05 4829.99 4146.5 1503.68 1002.45 273.39 455.66 455.66 956.89 2733.96 5331.22 5331.22
Irrigation required/month 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38 1704.38
Evaporation/month
2077.22 2077.22 2077.22 2077.22 2077.22 2077.22 2077.22 2077.22 2077.22 2077.22 2077.22 2077.22

Figure 4: Water budget
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Table 1 and 2 illustrate the amounts of harvestable water that
can be caught per month from catchments 1 and 2. Table 3 and
4 illustrate a calculated water budget for the urban farming and
retention pond proposed. From table 3 and 4, a conclusion can
be made that stormwater caught from catchments 2 and 3, is
 #        
irrigate the largest possible area for urban farming.
M#    #    #  
caught to irrigate the proposed urban farming, an irrigation system needs to be investigated. The most appropriate and practi-

                       
system which moves stormwater from a high point on the site
to a low point. In more detail, stormwater moves from an irrigation dam into a sluice (see illustration 147 and 148), which
   "     ##  ## ing, each for a certain amount of time. Due to capturing and
reuse, use of all stormwater, ponds and swales proposed in the
design need to be lined to prevent any loss thereof. This can
be achieved by using enviromats and reno mattresses (see illustration 148). Earth walls that surround the dam also need to
consist of a clay core wall in order to prevent leakage.
7.3 Conclusion
The technical investigation informs the design in terms of land
rehabilitation and stormwater systems. The investigation into
land rehabilitation informs the long term phases of the project
and provides amounts of contaminated soil which can be used
to shape mounds in the design. The stormwater investigation
informs the type of stormwater systems that need to be put into
place on the site and also how to maximise the use of the storm              # lowing the spatial explorations are possible and feasible.
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with rocks and soil

pipe takes
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Illustration 148: Lined irrigation pond with earth walls
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enviromat is used to line the pond

